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Urbana Youth Sports
Conduct Pledge
For Coaches and Assistant Coaches

1. I will conduct myself in a controlled, respectful and upstanding manner at all times when
representing the program.
2. I will refrain from swearing in the presence of children or when otherwise representing the
program.
3. I will be drug and alcohol free while performing coaching duties and/or representing the
program.
4. I will not smoke or use smokeless tobacco on or near a playing field. If I must smoke, I will do
so in the parking lot.
5. I will do my best to keep my team, my player’s parents and our team’s fans under control and
respectful at all times.
6. I will not display unsportsmanlike-like conduct at any time.
7. If I disagree with an official’s call, I will not move onto the field until time is called. I will
always approach the umpire in a respectful manner.
8. I am responsible for the care of the equipment, and will return all equipment to a program
committee member within one week after the season is over, or at a designated time. I
understand that I am responsible for the replacement cost if the equipment is not returned.
9. I understand that the clothes I wear while in a coaching role must be appropriate and tasteful. I
will not wear muscle shirts while coaching. During games, I will wear shirts provided by the
program.
10. I will support the program to parents and members of the community. If I have concerns or
suggestions, I will take them to my Age Group Coordinator or to the Program Committee.
11. I understand that our young players look up to me and will most likely follow the example I set.
12. I will not be disrespectful or inappropriate with any child, parent, fellow coach, fan or committee
member while at a program function.
I understand that if I fail to abide by these coaching guidelines, I may be removed from the program.
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